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Background / Problem Statement 
 
The National Electronic Injury Surveillance System estimates that in the U.S, there are 
approximately 435,000 knife-related injuries annually that require Emergency Department 
treatment, equating to about 1190 per day.  36% of this annual estimation are due to cooking or 
kitchen knives and considered the second most common cause of knife-related injuries.[1] 
 
For individuals with disabilities, using a knife in any application can be a stressful process. Often 
taught at a young age to avoid sharp objects altogether, an instilment of fear is rooted within 
that ultimately reduces their level of independence. Further, individuals with disabilities face 
difficulties utilizing and/or understanding the method to cut ingredients properly.  
This problem creates a need for a device that trains the user to implement the proper cutting 
motion of a knife supplemented by additional safety features, ultimately helping them to 
overcome their instilled fear of utilizing such sharp objects within the kitchen environment. 
 
CutAssist allows the utilization of a kitchen knife with the assistance of a guided-motion arm, 
teaching the user the proper cutting motion, and allowing removal of the knife when they feel 
comfortable cutting on their own. The additional safety features increase the likelihood that all 
individuals will not only feel safe using the device but will become more independent overall in 
the kitchen environment as a result. 

 

Approaches Considered 
 
Our initial approach was outlined by some concept sketches that were created. Team 
deliberation was undertaken to decide which concepts should be pursued and which should be 
disregarded. Each team member individually sketched some concepts and then communicated 
each idea to the team.  
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Figure 1. Initial concept ideas for CutAssist 



We considered using different designs for the initial product concept. Notable designs included 
the ‘guillotine blade’ and the ‘attached hinge’. The ‘guillotine blade’ acted as a round blade that 
had a protective cover above it for safety. The design could also be two-handed for increased 
dexterity and cutting power. The attached hinge device was mounted at a single point and would 
move in an up-down fashion similar to a paper cutter. Although both concept types may have 
been helpful, they fell short in a few areas. Our team was concerned with the ability to cut 
ingredients such as poultry or meat with either design. There was no anchoring point for the 
guillotine blade down to a cutting surface and the blade for the attached hinge was exposed. 
Lastly, neither device was novel, as both designs could be easily found through a patent search.  
 

 
The CutAssist team wanted to make a device that could train the user how to cut properly while 
reducing risks associated with utilizing kitchen or cooking knives. For this reason, the guided 
motion design was pursued. First, we needed to find a way to implement the training aspect of 
the cutting motion while simultaneously anchoring the knife to the cutting surface. By anchoring, 
we reduce the risks of cutting by limiting to two axes rather (X, Y) rather than three (X,Y,Z). We 
formulated a way to attach a knife to a metal track system, allowing degrees of freedom only in 
the X and Y-axis, and fixed on the Z. Initially the design involved two vertical poles, and a single 
horizontal pole, as shown in the SolidWorks design below (Figure 2). However, our team quickly 
realized that rotational motion would make this design difficult to pursue. With the aim to reduce 
this, we modeled a design using 80/20 bar and some track sliders to guide the motion (Figure 3). 
We found through user feedback it may be difficult for an individual to maneuver this device as 
well, as movement along the track and the point of knife attachment were very rigid.  

 
Our team also realized that these designs could cause the device to have substantial weight after 
assembly. Cleaning the 80/20 design each time it is used would be tedious and cumbersome. Our 
design also did not consider that the user would be using their own knife, requiring them to drill 
a hole correctly on their knife. We also needed to ensure that one of our primary needs were 
met; safety. The knife was hanging in the air with no protective guards to keep fingers safe, we 
did not feel as if we had met our desired threshold of safety in this design.  

Figure 2.  3D SolidWorks model vertical-
horizontal pole concept 

Figure 3.  3D SolidWorks model 80/20-slider 
concept 



Description of Final Design/Approach 

After gathering some preliminary user feedback and considering what our top identified user 
needs were, our team concluded that we may need to redesign our product to better suit the 
user in the kitchen environment. The final approach utilizes a three-arm design that is attached 
to a machined stainless-steel rod, in which any knife can quickly be implemented for cutting of 
desired ingredient. An additional handguard concept has been included in the design to increase 
safety during use, and further safety features in regard to appearance and functionality have also 
been integrated within the device. 

 

Three-Arm Design 

 
CutAssist required improvement so the cutting motion could be more fluid than the previous 
designs. A ‘cam-arm’ design, where all three arms are center-aligned, allows freedom along two 
axes without the rigid motion that was previously observed in earlier designs. Using three arms, 
this allows for a more ‘circular’ motion, rather than just ‘up and down’ like a traditional hinge 

mechanism may 
utilize. By integrating 
this motion into this 
device, the user will 
become familiar with 
the proper way of 
cutting simply by 
using the device. 
The three arms are 
mounted directly to a 
machined stainless-
steel shaft with 
rubber stoppers at the 

ends to reduce side-to-side motion.  The circular shaft is mounted between two, 3D printed shaft 
supports that are individually mounted into the cutting board. Stainless steel Clevis pins with 

Figure 4. 3D SolidWorks model of final 
approach using three-arm design 

Figure 6. 3D SolidWorks model of final 
approach using three-arm design 

Figure 7.  
Physical model, knife securing 

mechanism 

Figure 5. Physical model of final concept 
design 



retaining rings were used to attach the three arms together. To attach a user’s knife, a clamping 
mechanism was 3D printed. In figure 6 it shows that the knife sits within the clamp and the side 
tapered clamping arm to grip food whilst cutting. The clamp does not interfere with cutting but 
assists in the downward cutting motion. Figure 7 shows the method of secured knife within the 
clamping arm using a screw and bolt. The holes for the screws positioned above the knife does 
not interfere aligning the food items. 

 
Handguard Add-On 

 
The handguard feature was created in conjunction with this device to significantly enhance the 
safety when beginning to cut food. The proposed handguard acts as a barrier between the user’s 
hand (or assistant’s) and the knife. The handguard can extend over a wide range to accommodate 
any food the user would like to cut and can be folded together for easy storage. The green finger-
grips are ergonomic to fit the users’ fingers and allow the fingers to pass through and touch the 
cutting surface for increased dexterity and feeling when using the handguard. The grips are also 
symmetrical, and thus also ambidextrous and allow multiple fingers to pass through for increased 
grip on the food being 
cut. Further, slotted 
teeth have been added 
along the inside of 
handguard to increase 
the surface area 
contacting the food, 
keeping the food from 
slipping away from the 
handguard while 
attempting to cut. 
These features all 
increase the overall 
safety of our device 
when attempting to cut food and helps the user to feel more independent by allowing them to 
not only cut, but also hold the item they are trying to cut. 

Figure 8. 3D SolidWorks model of handguard feature with adjustable range, ergonomic finger-grips, and slotted teeth 

Figure 9. 3D modeled potato being 
gripped by the handguard 

Figure 10. Physical 
model of handguard 



Integrated Safety Features 
 
Additional safety features have been integrated to further ensure the device mitigates risk of 
knife-related injury as much as possible. We would like to allow as many individuals with 
disabilities to utilize this tool to increase their independence, including individuals with inherent 
fear of sharp and individuals with learning disabilities. Thus, many color-coded elements have 
been implemented to ensure mental association leads to increased safety during use. Such 
elements include the area on the chopping board surface that is red to indicate a place to not 
place your fingers. Similarly, on the side of the handguard the food is cut, the face is red to 
indicate to the user that their fingers should not be near that side. On the other hand, some parts 
of the device are green to indicate where the user should place their hand or grip the device. On 
the knife, the handle is marked green (and may include a silicon cover for increased grip) to 
indicate this is an area the user should grip. Further, the finger-grips on the handguard are also 
marked green, showing which side the user should be handling, thus ensuring the proper 
distinction between cutting and handling sides of the handguard.  
 
Lastly, the arms have integrated 
stopping mechanisms, circled in 
Figure 11, which limits the range 
of motion of each arm to reduce 
unnecessary angles above and 
behind the machined circular 
shaft. These substantially 
reduce the likeliness of the knife 
blade being exposed during the 
cutting motion throughout all 
angles. 

 
Outcomes 

Table 2.  User data based on physical 
model testing of final design approach 

Table 1.  Baseline data based on initial 
concept design of 3D SolidWorks model 

Figure 11. Stopping mechanisms to limit angular range of motion 



The following data was collected from the target user and was recorded based on our initial 
concept design (Figure 3) and our final design approach Figure 12. Each client was given a chance 
to view the demo video we created using SolidWorks for baseline feedback (Table 1) and given a 
chance to test the final design approach and give feedback following testing (Table 2). We used 
a 4-point scale to determine the ease of use of the device, using values of ‘Difficult’ (1), 
‘Somewhat Difficult’ (2), ‘Somewhat Easy’ (3), ‘Easy’ (4). This was done to ensure the users were 
not just choosing a middle value of ‘3’ and to place their input on one side or the other. The same 
was done when evaluating if the device was ‘Dangerous’ (1), ‘Somewhat Dangerous’ (2), 
‘Somewhat Safe’ (3), or ‘Safe’ (4). From the data, we have shown that a single iteration of design 
has significantly increased our average values for both ease of cutting and safety.  
 

Determined Costs 
 

Whilst factoring the primary needs of our clients in this design project, the CutAssist’s ambition 
was to create an economically viable device that would be inexpensive to build.  
The components to consider for our final concept (Figure 7) are: the knife, chopping board, shaft 
supports, shaft, 3-armed mechanism and the hand guard.  
The knife, the stainless-steel shaft, clevis pins & chopping board are components that could be 
interchangeable and could potentially use any on the market. Thus, the total costs could be $35 
off-the-shelf and significantly less if manufactured or partnered with the respective company. 
The shaft supports, hand guard and the 3-armed mechanism would be 3D printed. The 3-armed 
mechanism would preferably be printed via Selective Laser Sintering (SLS). Whilst just printing 
single parts could be expensive, mass production would prove otherwise. An estimate single 
printing cost for these few parts are around $40. Therefore, a total estimate cost for the 
prototype would be around $75.  

 

Significance 
 
CutAssist was created to generate a sense of independence and self-sufficiency in the kitchen 
environment for individuals with disabilities. The primary purpose is to allow the user to learn 
the correct method of completing a task they could not complete previously: cutting with a 
kitchen knife. Further, overcoming a fear of sharp objects, which reduces independence not only 
in the kitchen environment but also in other activities of daily living, was the other objective 
when formulating this device.  
 
With an intuitive design, easy integration into any kitchen, and fairly low price point when 
compared to other kitchen products, CutAssist aims to help the many individuals who seek 
independence in their daily lives within the kitchen environment. Our team hopes that CutAssist 
can positively impact the many individuals who have a fear of sharp objects and help them 
overcome this fear through the use of our device, ultimately becoming more independent. 
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